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Remarks

Basler
BIP2-
1600-25c-
DN

3.14.1 M-JPEG
H.264 1 1600x1200 - - - - - -

Note:

BOSCH NWC-0455 19500410 H.264
M-JPEG 1 704x576 - - - - - -

Note:

Canon VB-H41
Ver. 1.0.0
(Build Number
2483:50)

M-JPEG 1 1920x1080 1-way 2/2 Yes Yes - Yes*

Note:

Canon VB-H710F
Ver. 1.2.0
(Build Number
3015:109)

M-JPEG 1 1920x1080 1-way 2/2 Yes - - Yes*

Note:

Canon VB-S30D
Ver. 1.0.0
(Build Number
2826:36)

M-JPEG 1 1920x1080 1-way 1/1 Yes - - Yes*

ONVIF

1. Due to Onvif restriction, some frame rate and bit rates cannot be set. (ONVIF limitation)
2. Due to Onvif restriction, dependency between framerate and bitrate cannot be showed.  (ONVIF limitation)
3. Snapshot does not support. (NUUO server limitation)

1. Due to Onvif restriction, some frame rate and bit rates cannot be set. (ONVIF limitation)
2. Due to Onvif restriction, dependency between framerate and bitrate cannot be showed.  (ONVIF limitation)
3. PTZ only support focus.
4. Motion does not support. (Camera firmware issue)
5. Talk may have muted-sound sometime.  (Camera firmware issue)
6. Camera is unable to achieve maximum FPS.  (Camera firmware issue)

1. The I/O number is 0 in onvif/onvif. (Camera Firmware Issue)
2. Only one stream profile in onvif/onvif (Camera Firmware Issue)
3. Not suuport MPEG4 in onvif/onvif (Camera Firmware Issue)
4. Not support motion. (Camera Firmware Issue)
5. Not support audio but software shows enable/disabe audio option. (Camera Firmware Issue)
6. The list of camera Resolution isn’t synchronized with the one on camera’s web. (Camera Firmware Issue)
7. Cannot connect video when FPS >= 2. (Camera firmware issue)
8. The list of camera Framerate isn’t synchronized with the one on camera’s web.
9. Not support http but software shows  http option at protocol setting. (NUUO software limitation)
10.Cannot connect video streaming if RTSP port is changed (Camera firmware issue)

- : not avaliable on camera
*1: not avaliable on software

*2: not test on software
For multi stream support:

Yes: multi stream fix to A4500kbps/100kbps
Yes*: multi stream setting support in Crystal

For PTZ:
Yes*: Joystick support to control PTZ speed in Crystal

ONVIF specification must be fully implemented by camera vendors in order to be supported by NUUO software. To confirm
the compatibility, it is recommended to execute testing prior to any further usage. The above product has been verified by
NUUO.
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ONVIF
- : not avaliable on camera

*1: not avaliable on software
*2: not test on software

For multi stream support:
Yes: multi stream fix to A4500kbps/100kbps
Yes*: multi stream setting support in Crystal

For PTZ:
Yes*: Joystick support to control PTZ speed in Crystal

Note:

Canon VB-S800D
Ver. 1.0.0
(Build Number:
2826:36)

M-JPEG 1 1920x1080 1-way 1/1 - - - Yes*

Dlink
DCS-
C43W-
20F/B02

V4.02.R11.000
00523.12010 H.264 1   1280x720 - - - Yes - Yes*

Dlink
DCS-
C90R-
10F/A0

V4.02.R11.000
01900.10010 *2 1 *2 *2 *2 *2 *2 *2 *2

Histream HH9803C-
L16 v2.3.1.4.0.22

M-JPEG
H.264
MPEG4

1    704x480 - - Yes - - Yes*

Note:

Jetstor JV-
B1201R

V6.03.05-
CGBO24200-
1210

M-JPEG
H.264 1 1920x1080 - - - - - Yes*

Note:

Jetstor
JV-
OSD0200-
X20

V6.03.05-
CGBO24200-
1228

H.264
MJPEG 1 1920x1080 - - - - - Yes*

LILIN LD2222 1.1.16 H.264
MJPEG 1 1920x1080 1-way *2 - Yes - Yes*

Note:

LILIN IPD2322E
SX 1.0.60 H.264

MJPEG 1 1920x1080 1-way 1/1 - Yes - Yes*

Note:

LILIN IPS518 1.2.02 H.264
MJPEG 1 1920x1080 *2 *2 *2 *2 - Yes*

1. Due to Onvif restriction, some frame rate and bit rates cannot be set.
2. 2nd and 3rd cannot set to different resolution.

1. Due to Onvif restriction, some frame rate and bit rates cannot be set. (ONVIF limitation)
2. Due to Onvif restriction, dependency between framerate and bitrate cannot be showed.  (ONVIF limitation)
3. Motion detection may always trigger continuously. (Camera firmware issue)

1. Due to Onvif restriction, some frame rate and bit rates cannot be set. (ONVIF limitation)
2. Due to Onvif restriction, dependency between framerate and bitrate cannot be showed.  (ONVIF limitation)

1. Due to Onvif restriction, some frame rate and bit rates cannot be set. (ONVIF limitation)
2. Due to Onvif restriction, dependency between framerate and bitrate cannot be showed.  (ONVIF limitation)
3. Motion does not support. (Camera firmware issue)

1. Due to Onvif restriction, some frame rate and bit rates cannot be set.
2. MPEG-4 cannot use due to camera firmware issue.
3.The value of MJPEG quality isn’t synchronized with camera’s web
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ONVIF
- : not avaliable on camera

*1: not avaliable on software
*2: not test on software

For multi stream support:
Yes: multi stream fix to A4500kbps/100kbps
Yes*: multi stream setting support in Crystal

For PTZ:
Yes*: Joystick support to control PTZ speed in Crystal

Note:

ONVIF ONVIF - - - - - - - - - -

Note:

Qihan QH-NV431 v2.3.8.1 H.264 1 1920x1080 - - - - - Yes*

Note:

Stanley 1310-F NSD-1.0.9.58 H.264 1   1280x720 - - - - - Yes*

TVT TD9412M 3.4.0Beta6 H.264 1 1280x720 1-way - - - - Yes*

TVT TD9422M 3.4.0Beta6 H.264 1 1920x1080 1-way - - - - Yes*

Tyco ADVEIPSD
37AH V1.04_STD-1 H.264 1 704x480 1-way 1/1 Yes Yes - Yes*

1. Due to Onvif restriction, some bit rates cannot be set.
2. 2nd or 3rd stream cannot be connected when 1st stream under high bitrate.

ONVIF specification must be fully implemented by camera vendors in order to be supported by NUUO software. To confirm
the compatibility, it is recommended to execute testing prior to any further usage.
1. Some frame rates and bit rates cannot be set. (ONVIF limitation)
2. Dependency between frame rate and bit rate cannot be shown.  (ONVIF limitation)
3. The bit rate mode cannot be switched among constant bit rate (CBR), variable bit rate (VBR) and average bit rate (AVR).
(ONVIF limitation)
4. The pin index of DI and DO may be different from camera spec since the indexing rule is unknown. (ONVIF limitation)
5. The maximum numbers of DI and DO are 4.  (NUUO software limitation)
6. Talk function is not supported if the camera does not support backchannel. (ONVIF limitation)
7. May not support http but software shows the http option at protocol setting. (NUUO software limitation)

1. The range of bitrate and frame rate may be different from what camera web shows. (Camera Firmware issue)
2. Image setting, digital input, talk and motion detection do not function. (Camera Firmware issue)
3. Zoom and focus do not function normally. (Camera Firmware issue)
4. Video settings may not be synchronized to camera web. (Camera Firmware issue)
5. Audio is not available under TCP and UDP. (Camera performance limitation)
6. Autodetection and camera search do not function. (Generic model)
7. The camera supports 4 streams, while only 3 streams could be displayed. (NUUO server limitation)
8. Some frame rates and bit rates cannot be set. (ONVIF limitation)
9. Dependency between frame rate and bitrate is not shown.  (ONVIF limitation)
10. Flip and mirror are not supported. (ONVIF limitation)
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ONVIF
- : not avaliable on camera

*1: not avaliable on software
*2: not test on software

For multi stream support:
Yes: multi stream fix to A4500kbps/100kbps
Yes*: multi stream setting support in Crystal

For PTZ:
Yes*: Joystick support to control PTZ speed in Crystal

Note:

Wapa

HH9803BL
-
C7HA1080
IL-T18C-
L16

V6.03.05-
CGBO24200-
1210

M-JPEG
H.264 1 1920x1080 - - - - - Yes*

Note:

1.Due to Onvif restriction, some frame rate and bit rates cannot be set.
2.Camera web MJPEG has no quality options.

1. Due to Onvif restriction, some bit rates cannot be set.
2. Framerate setting has no effect on streaming.


